EXHIBIT 5
Elizabeth-

I write to follow up on the brief portion of our call yesterday dealing with the extensive discovery that you have sought from 251 current and former members of the Texas Legislature (none of whom are party to this litigation). In an effort to help facilitate responses to your expansive discovery requests, we have agreed to reached out to each of the still-living legislators (a few legislators you named are no longer living) to better understand if they are agreeable or not to allowing discovery relating to Voter ID. It is my intent to request that each legislator who is agreeable (i.e., not wanting to assert privilege) perform an office search, and/or grant access to the Legislative Council so that a search of the servers that contain any of the legislator’s electronically stored information relating to Voter ID may be identified and obtained. To update you on our progress, I have attached a spreadsheet that we are using to track replies. This effort should not be viewed as a waiver or taken as a consent on behalf any legislator to the discovery you seek.

As you know the burden associated with your broad requests is extensive. Your patience as we carry out this cooperative process is appreciated and, in our view, necessary to avoid the court’s involvement to resolve discovery issues -- which we believe ultimately benefits no one. I will continue to update you on the progress.
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